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1. Introduction 
The theorems of Jackson and Bernstein as well as those of Steckin and Zamansky 
and their converses play a fundamental role in the theory of best approximation 
for periodic functions by trigonometric polynomials. These results have been gene-
ralized to the setting of abstract Banach spaces by Butzer and Scherer [7], [8], [9], 
who also proved corresponding approximation theorems for sequences of com-
mutative bounded linear operators {r„}"=1 satisfying lim T„f=f in the norm 
topology as well as so called Jackson and Bernstein-type inequalities (cf. [10]). 
This paper is concerned with the latter aspect. The aim is to weaken the as-
sumption upon the sequence {T„} in the sense that lim T„f=f needs to hold 
only in a certain weak topology. This enables one to handle sequences of operators 
converging in the usual weak or weak* topology towards the identity operator. 
Our main theorem (Theorem 1) subsumes not only the Butzer—Scherer theorem 
(Theorem 2) mentioned above, but also the corresponding results for sequences 
of dual operators (Theorem 3), contained in [17], [18]. This theory can be applied 
to classical linear approximation processes such as summation methods for Fourier 
series or semigroups of bounded linear operators. The further advantage is that it 
enables one to investigate processes defined by sequences of the dual operators. 
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The paper is divided as follows. After a preliminary section containing defini-
tions and elementary lemmas the general approximation theorem is established in 
Section 3. From this result the Butzer—Scherer theorem is deduced in Section 4. 
Its dual version together with applications to convolution integrals of periodic func-
tions are dealt with in Section 5. 
2. Preliminaries 
Let us begin with some basic definitions and results concerning norm-determining 
sets and linear approximation processes. 
De f in i t i on 1. Let X be a normed linear space with norm || • \\x, and let 
X' denote its dual endowed with the usual norm || • ||x-. For a linear subspace 
Ji in X' the characteristic v(Ji) is defined as 
(2.1) v(Ji) := i n f{ /u ( / ) ; f£X, | | / | |x = 1} 
where pM(f) is given by 
(2.2) pM(f) := sup { | / ' ( / ) | ; l l / lx- - 1} ( /€*) • 
If v(Ji)>0, then Ji is said to be norm-determining (for X). 
It follows from the inequalities 
(2.3) KJi)\\f\\x^PM{f)^\\f\\x ( f a x ) 
that \\-\\x and pM( •) are equivalent norms for X, provided Ji is norm-determin-
ing. If, in addition, Ji is closed in X', then one has 
Lemma 1 (cf. [19, p. 203]). Let F be a subset of a normed linear space X, 
and let Ji be a closed norm-determining subspace of X'. If sup { | / ' ( / ) | ; / €F}<<» 
for each f'^Ji, then sup {| | / | |*; /<EFH~. 
Next we introduce the concept of .//-weak convergence in X. 
Def in i t i on 2. Let Ji be a norm-determining set for the linear space X. 
A sequence {/n}~=1 in Z is said to be ^-weakly convergent to fdX (Ji- lim / „ = / ) , if 
lim < / ' , / „ - / > = 0 ( f a Jt). 
It-* oo 
Note that the Ji-limit is uniquely determined, since / ' ( / ) = 0 for all f'dJi 
implies / = 0 by (2.3). Moreover, if Ji is closed in X', then Lemma 1 yields 
that every Ji-weak convergent sequence is bounded. 
Choosing M—X' gives v(Z') = 1, and it follows that weak convergence is 
a particular case of .//-weak convergence. One may also take Ji=J(X), where 
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J is the canonical mapping from X into X". Again one has v( / (X))=l , and 
Ji-weak convergence in X' turns out to be ve*-convergence (cf. [19, pp. 208, 209]). 
Let us finally mention that the only closed norm-determining subspace for 
a reflexive Banach space X is X' itself. This follows from the facts that a closed 
subspace of X' is also w*-closed (cf. [13, p. 422]) and, on the other hand, a norm-
determining subspace must be w*-dense in X'. For further properties of norm-
determining sets and Ji-weak convergence see [1], [12], [19, Sec. 4.4]. 
Now we consider sequences of bounded linear operators from X into itself 
converging .//-weakly towards the identity. 
Def in i t ion 3. Let Z b e a normed linear space, Ji a closed norm-determining 
subspace of X', and a sequence of bounded linear operators mapping 
X into itself with the properties 
(2.4) TnTmf= TmTJ ( / € * ; m, nfN := {1, 2, ...}), 
(2.5) .//-lim T j = f ( f £ X ) . 
Then {T„} is called a commutative, .//-weak linear approximation process on 
X (Ji-LAP). 
Note that Ji will be assumed to be a closed norm-determining subspace of 
X' when speaking of an Ji-LAP on X. 
For an Ji-LAP on a Banach space X the following inequalities hold; the first 
is a generalization of the well known uniform boundedness principle for sequences 
of strongly convergent operators. 
Lemma 2. Let {T(1}"=1 be an Ji-LAP on a Banach space X. Then 
(2.6) i | 7 ; / | | x ^ Ml l / l lx 1 ) ( . f e x ; U6N), 
(2.7) Wnf—flx = 2 \\Tnikf—T„2k-nf\\x (f£X; n£N). 
Proof . For fixed f£X the sequence {T„f}"=1 is an ^-weakly convergent 
sequence in X, and it follows by Lemma 1 that \\T„f\\x^Mf, where Mf depends 
on / but not on n. Since X is a Banach space one can apply the classical uniform 
boundedness principle to deduce (2.6). Concerning (2.7), one has for f'£X',f£X that 
</', T J - f ) = 2 </', 7>+i/>. 
k=0 
Throughout M denotes a positive constant, the value of which may be different at each 
occurrence, even in a given line. M is always independent of the quantities on the right margin. 
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Then (2.3) and (2.2) yield the assertion since 
v(Jf)\\TJ-f\\x S PM(Tnf-f) = 
sup{[¿</', T ^ f - T ^ f ) ; f'£M, ||f'\\x,= 1}} 
fc=0 
3. Order of approximation for .//-LAP's 
In this section we consider .///-LAP's converging strongly towards the identity 
on certain subsets of X, and investigate the rate of convergence. 
3.1. Z-functional; Jackson and Bernstein-type inequalities 
De f in i t i on 4. Let X be a linear space and Y a linear subspace of X with 
norms | | - | |x and || -1! respectively. The ^-functional between X and Y is 
defined as 
K(t,f; X, Y) := inf { № - M | | / 2 | | r ; / = / 1 + / 2 , / 1 ^ , / 2 e F } (f£X; t > 0). . 
For fixed / 6 X the A'-functional is nondecreasing on (0, and satisfies 
(3.1) KQj,f\ X,Y)S max {1, X}K(t,f; X, Y) (A, t > 0). 
Furthermore, lim K(t,f: X, Y)=0 for each f£X if and only if Y is dense in X. 
Def in i t i on 5. Let X, Y be given as in Definition 4, Ji be a closed, norm-
determining subspace of X', and {Tn},~=1 an Jl-LAP on X. If for some a £ 0 
there holds 
(3-2) " \\Tng-g\\x^Mn-*\\g\\Y (g£Y; nCN), 
then {r„} is said to satisfy a Jackson-type inequality of order a on X with respect 
to Y. 
If Tje Y for all f£X, N and 
(3.3) \\TJ\\y =§ Mrf\\f\\x (f£X; N), 
then {Tn} is said to satisfy a (weak) Bernstein-type inequality of order a on X 
with respect to Y. 
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In contrast to (3.3) one would speak of a strong Bernstein-type inequality, 
if T„f£Y for all f£X and 
(3-4) M y ^ M ^ M x (g€Tn(X); neN). 
In this respect see also the remarks following Theorem 1. Finally we need 
De f in i t i on 6. The class of positive, nondecreasing functions <p defined on 
(0,1] with l̂im cp(t)=0 and cp(l)<oo is denoted by 
The following condition on cp£ <P, a, (S^Q will be of interest, namely 
(3.5) 2 ^ ( 2 - J ) = O ( r > ( 0 ) U - 0 + ), 
(3.6) 2(t-12y<p(t2-') = 0(t-'<p(t)) 0 + ). 
j = 0 
For conditions which are equivalent to (3.5) or (3.6) we refer to the appendix. 
Lemma 3. If a, jSsO, then (3.5) implies lim+ t~a(p(t) = °°, and (3.6) 
implies (lim t~fq>{t)=0. In particular, if (3.5) and(3.6) are valid, then «>/?. Further-
more, (3.5) implies 
(3.7) ¿ 2 - ^ ( 2 - 0 = 0(2* cp(2-k)) (k 
J=0 
Proof . One has by (3.5) for t=2~k that (p(\)^M2*k(p(2~k). This yields, 
again by (3.5), 
(m+l)v(l) S M 22*k(p(2~k) == M2*m(p(2~m) (m?N), 
k=0 
giving lim 2xm(p(2~m) = <=°. The first assertion now follows by choosing m(jN m — co 
such that 2m - 1=Si-1<2m since in this case ; "> ( / )>2 ( r a - 1 ) X2- m ) . Concerning 
the second part, one has. by the convergence of the series in (3.6) that 
lim (2Jm)p(p(2~Jm~1)=0, at least for m large enough. If one takes m£N such 
that 2}m^t~1<2J+1m, m fixed, then one can complete the proof as before. Finally, 
if k£F:={0,1,2 ...} satisfies 2 * ^ r 1 < 2 * + 1 , then 
2 2*Jcp(2-J) = 2 2*j(p(2~i) ^ Mr*(p(t) s M2*k(p(2~k) (k£P), 
j=0 lss^st"1 
which is (3.7). 
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3.2. The fundamental theorem for approximation processes. Our main results now 
read as follows. 
Theorem 1. a) Let X be a Banach space, Y a linear subspace of X and 
Jt a closed norm-determining subspace of X'. Further, let {r„}"=1 be an JP-LAP 
satisfying Jackson and Bernstein-type inequalities of order a > 0 on X with respect 
to Y, and let (p£ <P be such that (3.5) holds. Then the following assertions are equi-
valent for f£X: 
(0 \\Tnf-f\\x = Oicpin-1)) (n- co), 
(ii) K ( f J - X,Y) — 0{cp(t)) (t - 0 + ). 
b) Suppose, in addition, that Z is a Banach space continuously embedded in 
X2) such that {7"„} satisfies Jackson and Bernstein-type inequalities of order 
on X with respect to Z and assume that (3.6) holds for cp£<P. Then each of the 
following assertions is equivalent to those of part a) for fdX: 
(iii) / € Z and \\TJ-f\\z = Oin^in-1)) („-«), 
( i v ) | | r . / D r = Ofrtpin-1)) (n -*=o). 
The proof of this theorem is based on the following four lemmas. 
Lemma 4. If X,Y, Jl and {Tn}™=1 are given as in Theorem 1. a), then 
(3.8) \\T„f-f\\x ^ MK(n-',f; x, Y) (Jex- nen). 
Proof . For each representation / = / i + / 2 with f £ X , f 2 ^ Y one has in view 
of (2.6) and the Jackson-type inequality (3.2) 
WTnf-fh WJi-fih + WnU-Mx ^ i t / | | / i b+»- | | / « l l7 . 
Taking the infimum over all such representations yields (3.8). 
Lemma 5. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1. a) assertion (ii) implies 
\\Tnf\\Y = O^X«"1)) (/€Z; n 
Proof . By (2.4) one has for each k£N 
TJ = T „ ( f - T # f ) - T2«(J- T n f ) + 7i/+ 
(3.9) 
+ 2 [TAf-T2j-if) - T2l-x(f-T2jf)]. j=l 
s) "Z continuously embedded in A"' means that Z is a subspace of X and that the identity map 
is continuous, i.e., in case of normed linear spaces that | | / | | x s M | | / | | z for all f€Z. 
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So one deduces by the Bernstein-type inequality on X with respect to Y that 
\\TJh S M{if I I / - W l l x + 2akII/- TJ\\X + II f h + 
(3.10) 
+ 2 [2aj' I I / - T,j-if\\x + 2"U~T> I I / - T2Jf\\x)}. 
J ' = I 
This yields by (ii) the inequality 
| |7;/ | |r s M{ri><p(2-k) + 2*kcp(n-1) + \\f\\x+ 2 [2«J<p(2-J+1) + 2°V-Vcp(2-J)]}-
j=i 
Choosing now k£N such that 2 k ~ 1 ^n<2 k , and using (3.7) gives 
| | r , / | | r ^ M{n*cp(n-i) + | | / b } (K£N) 
which in turn implies the assertion by Lemma 3. 
Lemma 6. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1. b) assertion (i) implies (iii). 
Proof . For n, N£N one has by (2.4) for / 6 Z 
2 l | 7 > / ~ r„2*+1/ | |z S 2 {\\T«2-(/- Tn2*+rf)||z + ¡ | r„2 k + i ( / - Tni*f)\\z}. 
Estimating the terms on the right hand side by the Bernstein-type inequality on X 
with respect to Z, (i) yields 
(3.11) 
fc=0 
= M \ 2 C"2")"<p(n~12-k-l) + (n2k+y<p(n'12'k)} Mn!><p(n^) («, NeN), 
the latter estimate follows from (3.6). Since Z is a Banach space this implies in 
particular that there exists a g£Z such that 
lim 
JV^co 2 (Tn2
kf— 7„2k + l / ) - g k=0 
On the other hand it follows from (i) that 
lim 2 ( W - T n ^ f ) - ( T „ f - f ) k = 0 
0 (n€ N). 
0 (w€N). 
So one obtains by the continuous embedding of Z in X that T„f—f =g£Z, 
yielding / € Z , since T„f£Z by the Bernstein-type inequality with respect to Z. 
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Furthermore, one has by (3.11) 
\\TJ-f\\z 2 4 W - ? > _ * • > / ) *=0 = Oftipin-
1)) (n 
proving assertion (iii). 
Lemma 7. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1. b) there holds 
(3.12) \\T„f\\ySMrf-i>\\f\\z C/€Z; w€N). 
Proof . Since Z is a subset of X, one can deduce (3.10) for / € Z as in the 
proof of Lemma 5. Applying the Jackson-type inequality on X with respect to 
Z to the right side of that estimate, yields for each k£N 
\\Tnf\\y :: M{[riz2~llk + 2Ikn~p + 2 (23 J '2-W-i)+2^-1>2-W]| | / | | z + ||/| |x}. 
j=i 
The desired result now follows by choosing k6N such that and the 
fact that Z is continuously embedded in X. 
The inequality (3.12) could be regarded as a Bernstein-type inequality of otder 
a—p on Z with respect to Y, if one disregards the general assumptions made 
in Definition 5 (e.g. one has not necessarily that Y is a subspace of Z or that 
{r„} is an Jl-LAP on Z). 
P r o o f of Theorem 1. The implication (ii)=»(i) follows from Lemma 4., 
Conversely, let (i) be satisfied. Since T„f£Y for all f£X, one has by (i) and Lemma 5 
that 
K ( f , f i XY) Wf-TJWx + t^TJWy ^M&in-^ + fn^i,^)} 
(t > 0; ngN). 
This yields (ii) by choosing n£N such that n — 
Concerning part b), we proceeded by proving (iv)=>(i)=>(iii)=>(iv). Assume 
that (iv) holds. Using (2.7) and (2.4) one obtains 
\\Tj-f\\x ^ - L - 2 \\Tn,jf-Tn2^f\\x =g . ' \ [yfl) j-0 
S 2 .(II W-Tn2j^(Tn2jf)\\x + II T„2i+if-Tn2i(Tn2j+ifj\\x}. 
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Estimating the terms in curly brackets by the Jackson-type inequality on X with 
respect to Y, (iv) gives 
\\TJ-f\\x ^ M 2 {("2J+1)-a\\T„2jf\\y + {n2>y | |rn2,+1/| |y} ;=o 
== M 2 {(p (n~12~j) + <p(n~12~J~1)} s Mil-" 2 (n2jy (p(n~12"J). 
j=o o 
So (i) follows by (3.6). The implication (i)=>-(iii) was established in Lemma 6 and 
(iii)=>(iv) can be deduced in the same way as Lemma 5, using (3.12). So the proof 
is complete. 
3.3. Remarks. Note that one can always take Z=X in Theorem 1. b). In 
this case the Jackson and Bernstein-type inequalities of order /?=0 are obviously 
valid, and one has the equivalence of (i), (ii) and (iv) under the assumption of part a) 
provided (3.6) holds for /?=0. 
Theorem 1 could also be stated for families of bounded linear operators 
{T,; i£(0, 1]} depending on a continuous parameter t satisfying 
T,TJ= TJJ (fex; s, /6(0, 1]), J/-hm TJ = f ( f ^ X ) 
instead of (2.4) and (2.5). In this case one has to replace n everywhere by t~l 
and 77 —°° by t—0+. The only slight modification is that one uses condition (3.5) 
instead of (3.7) in the proof of Lemma 5. 
The assumption of the commutativity (2.4) in Theorem 1 can be weakend to 
(3.13) TnT2J=T2nTJ ( / 6 Z ; H6N). 
Indeed, only this property was used in the proofs. Moreover, it is possible to establish 
part a) of Theorem 1 without any commutativity assumption, provided the operators 
T„ satisfy a strong Bernstein-type inequality (3.4) of order ooO with respect to 
Y together with T„f£Tm(X) for all n, with m^n. Then one can apply 
the theory of best approximation to 
(3.14) E(f- TJX)) inf{II/—g||jt; geTn(X)} 
to deduce 
\\TJ-f\\x = 0(n~°) => £(/; TU(X)) = 0(n~°) => K(t*,f; Z, V) = 0(t"). 
The final step, namely K(t\f\ X, Y) = 0{t°)^\\Tnf-f\\x=0(n-°), then follows 
by Lemma 4. The equivalence with assertion (iii) of Theorem 1. a) can also be 
proved in this frame. A similar approach in case of strong approximation processes 
(cf. Definition 7) can be found in [7], [8]; for results on best approximation see e.g. 
[7], [8], [9], [15]. 
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Another method to obtain the equivalence of assertions (i) and (ii) for non-
commutative operators is to assume the stability condition 
(3.15) \\Tttg\\Y ^ M\\g\\Y (giY; «(EN). 
In this regard see [3], [14]. 
4. Applications to particular approximation processes 
4.1. Strong approximation processes. In this section we apply Theorem 1 to so 
called strong linear approximation processes as well as to their dual versions. 
De f in i t i on 7. Let X be a normed linear space, and let {Tn}™=1 be a sequence 
of bounded linear operators from X into itself satisfying (2.4) together with 
(4.1) lim \\Tnf-f\\x = 0 ( / € * ) . CO 
Then {T„} is called a commutative strong linear approximation process on X (LAP). 
Since (4.1) implies weak convergence of T„f to / , and weak convergence is 
a particular case of ..//-weak convergence with J I = X \ one can apply Theorem 1 
to deduce 
Theorem 2. a) Let X, Y, <p be given as in Theorem 1. a), and {Tn}~=1 a LAP 
on X satisfying Jackson and Bernstein-type inequalities of order a > 0 on X with 
respect to Y. Then assertions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1 are equivalent. 
b) I f , in addition, Z and q> are as in Theorem l.b), and {7n}"=1 satisfies 
Jackson and Bernstein-type inequalities of order /J^O on X with respect to Z, then 
assertions (i)—(iv) of Theorem 1 are equivalent. 
This result in the more general setting of intermediate spaces but only for 
(p(t) = t', <r>0 can be found in [7], [8], [9], [10]. 
4.2. Weak* approximation processes. The LAP {T„} of Theorem 2 maps X into 
the subspace Y. Hence the dual operators T'n defined by 
(4.2) < n f ' , f ) : = { f ' , T J > ( f ' f Y ' ; f(iX) 
map Y' into X'. In order to have {7^} as an Ji-LAP on Y' for a suitable 
Ji in Y ", we need to make some further assumptions. It will turn out that in this 
case the Jackson and Bernstein-type inequalities posed upon {J^} imply those 
upon {T'n}. 
Lemma 8. Let X, Y be Banach spaces, Y<zX3), and {Tn}~=1 a LAP on 
3) "YcX" means that Y is a continuously embedded subspace of X. 
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X satisfying Jackson and Bernstein-type inequalities of order a£0 on X with 
respect to Y. Furthermore, assume that 
(4.3) lim 1 1 7 ^ - ^ = 0 (g£Y). 
n-* OO 
Then X'c Y' and {T^}^ is a ./(F)-LAP on Y' (J being the canonical map 
from Y into Y") that satisfies Jackson and Bernstein-type inequalities of order 
a on Y' with respect to X'. 
Proof . Since Y is continuously embedded and dense in X, (density holding 
in view of the Bernstein-type inequality and (4.1)), it follows that i ' c F ' . Now 
one has for f'eY',f£Y that 
№ f ' - f ' , f ) \ = \ ( f , T„f-f)\ S ll/'lli"\\Tnf-fh = 0(1) (n 
in view of (4.3). This shows that T'„f converges in the w*-sense to / ' or equi-
valently, that J(Y) — lim V'nf = f . Furthermore, the commutativity of the sequence 
{r„} implies that of {T'n}, and it follows that {T'n} is a / (F)-LAP on Y'. Note 
that J(Y) is closed in Y", since Y is a Banach space. Finally, if I denotes the 
identity operator in any space, the Jackson and Bernstein-type inequalities fox {7^} 
on Y' with respect to X' follow from (3.2) and (3.3) since (cf. [19, p. 214]) 
\\T:-I\\iX',Y^ = l i r . -Zlh .x] S Mn-* («€N), 
Klltr.*'] = H^lta.n == Mrf («€N). 
Since for a Banach space Y, /(F)-convergence is the same as ^^-convergence, 
in the following we will speak of a w*-LAP instead of a / (7)-LAP. 
Lemma 8 enables one to apply Theorem 1. a) to the sequence {T'n}. In order 
to obtain a counterpart also of Theorem 1. b) we take a Banach space Z such that 
F c Z c I , and assume that {r„} satisfies Jackson and Bernstein-type inequalities 
of order /?€[0, a) on X with respect to Z. Then I ' c Z ' c f by Lemma 8, and 
it follows from Lemma 7 and Lemma 8 that there holds a Bernstein-type inequality 
of order a—/? on Y' with respect to Z ' for {7^}. Concerning the Jackson-type 
inequality one has 
Lemma 9. Let X, Y, {Tj^l , be given as in Lemma 8, and assume that 
there is a Banach space Z such that YczZczX and {Tn} satisfies Jackson and 
Bernstein-type inequalities of order /?6[0, a) on X with respect to Z. Then {T^} 
and {7^} satisfy Jackson-type inequalities of order a—fi on Z with respect to 
Y and on Y' with respect to Z', respectively. 
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Proof . Since YaZ, one has by (4.3) for / 6 7 that 
\\T„f-f\\z= 2 T n 2 j f - T ^ f >j= 0 
s Z { I I T „ z j ( f - T n 2 J , r f ) \ \ z + IIrn2,+i(/- TnZsf)Hz}. 
J=° 
Estimating the right side first by means of the Bernstein-type inequality on X with 
respect to Z, and then by the Jackson-type inequality on X with respect to Y, yields 
j-0 
| | / | |y (n6N). 
This is the first part of the assertion; the second follows by Lemma 8. 
We are now in a position to apply Theorem 1 to the dual of a LAP.. 
T h e o r e m 3. a) Let X, Y be Banach spaces such that F c l , and 
a LAP on X satisfying (4.3) as well as Jackson and Bernstein-type inequalities of 
order a > 0 on X with respect to Y and let (p£<P be such that (3.5) holds. Then 
X'aY', {7^} defined by (4.2) is a w*-LAP on Y', and the following assertions are 
equivalent for f'$Y': 
(o MR-fir- = oivin-1)) ( « - co ) , 
(ii) K{r,f; Y', X') = 0(<K0) (t - 0 + ). 
b) Suppose that Z is another Banach space such that YczZczX, and {r„} 
satisfies Jackson and Bernstein-type inequalities of order a) on X with respect 
to Z, and assume, that (3.6) holds for the order a—j? instead offor /?. Then each 
of the following assertions is equivalent to those ofpart a) for /'£ Y': 
(hi) / ' € Z ' and \\T;f'-f'\\z. = Oin'-tcpin-1)) (« ), 
(iv) \\nf'\\x. = O ^ X « " 1 ) ) (n-oo). 
The equivalence of assertions (i), (ii) and (iii) is contained in [17], [18] where it 
was proved by methods parallel to Theorem 2 in the frame of intermediate spaces. 
If the commutativity (2.4) or even (3.13) is dropped, the method of obtaining 
equivalence theorems by using a strong Bernstein-type inequality in connection 
with the best approximation (3.14) cannot be carried over to the dual case. This is 
due to the fact that when passing to best approximation in dual spaces the strong 
Bernstein inequality converts into a Jackson inequality (for dual best approximation) 
and, conversely, the Jackson inequality for best approximation converts into a Bern-
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stein inequality. This is entirely different from the situation for .//-LAP as was 
shown in Lemma 8. (For best approximation in dual spaces see [9], [17].) 
On the other hand the approach using the stability condition (3.15) can always 
be applied to the dual case, since the dual stability condition needed, namely 
\\T'ng'\\x,^M\\g'\\x, for all g'eX', n€N, holds for every LAP {7;} in view of (2.6). 
5. Applications to convolution integrals 
5.1. Results for the space C2„. In this section we consider LAP's generated by 
convolution integrals. Let C2„ denote the space of all continuous, 2^-periodic, 
complex-valued functions / defined on the real axis R, endowed with the supremum 
norm I!/|| A sequence of functions {/„}"= i ] n C2jl is called an approximate 
identity, if f xn(u)du = 2n for all n€N, and lim f \%„(u)\du = 0 for each J n — oa J 
¿>0 . The convolution integrals of /€C2„ with /„ are defined by 
(5.1) ( V „ f ) ( x ) = (f*x„)(x):=ff(x~u)X„(u)du (n€N; xfR). 
— JT 
The V„ are bounded linear operators from C2n into itself satisfying 
(5.2) V„Vmf= VmV„f, lim \\VJ-fU = 0 (/6C2„; m, H€N). Jl-*- co 
Hence {V„} is a LAP 
As subspaces Y and Z we take the Banach spaces C 2 n := {/€C2k;/№)£C2„}4) 
for different values of P, endoved with the norm 
ll/IU.»:= IT(0) l + I I / W I U 5 ) 
/ '(./) being the /th Fourier coefficient of / , namely 
r u ) •= f f(u)e~ijudu 0 € Z := {0, ± 1, ± 2 , ...}). 
—n 
Note that Vj£C\K for each f£C2n provided xn£C\n. 
Concerning the function we restrict ourselves to the case (p(t) = f for 
some CT>0. Conditions (3.5) and (3.6) then read a > u and /?<<7, respectively. 
i) Derivatives are denote by / ( l ) , / ( 2 ) , . . . , whereas the prime in f',g' indicates that these are 
elements of a dual space. 
5) One may also take any equivalent norm, e.g. |1/| |„+ | | / ( f c ) |L, in particular | | / | |_ instead 
of ll/IL.o. 
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Theorem 4. Let {/„}~=1 be an approximate identity on C2 , such that the 
associated convolution integrals {Kn}~=1 (cf. (5.1),) satisfy Jackson and Bernstein-
type inequalities of order A>0 on C2, with respect to C\K for some (fixed) r£ N. 
The following assertions are equivalent for f£C2x, s£P,f>0 with os/r-=zo«x: 
(i) \\Kf-f\\~ = 0(n~°) ), 
(ii) K(t*,f; C2n, Cr2n) = 0 ( f ) (/ - 0 + ), 
(iii) / 6 C L and Wnf-f\U,s = 0 ( « - f f + " / r ) C«-o=), 
(iv) P i / I k , = 0(r t—) )• 
Proof . The equivalence of (i) and (ii) follows immediately by Theorem 2. a). 
To prove that of (iii) as well as (iv) with (i) or (ii) we have to show that the assumptions 
of Theorem 2. b) are satisfied. It suffices to verify Jackson and Bernstein-type 
inequalities of order P=as/r on C2lt with respect to Z=C 2 l I . This is achieved by 
Lemma 10. Let {Vn} be given as above, r€N, with s<r. If {F„} 
satisfies a Jackson-type inequality of order a > 0 on C2lt with respect to C2x, then 
there holds a Jackson-type inequality of order as/r on C2x with respect to C2ll. 
The same holds for the Bernstein-type inequality. 
Proof . Consider the integral operator P defined for v£P on C2lt via the 
Fourier series 
(5.3) ( / V / ) (* )~ .T(0)+ ¿ ' ( u T v r U ) e - i J x . 6 ) 
It is a linear operator from C%„ into p, v£P, having the properties 
(5.4) VnI"f=rVJ (/eC2„; «€N; v€P), 
(5.5) (/»/)№ = /(*-"> (/€C?-V ; jti, v€N, H S V). 
Furthermore, we need Landau's inequality, namely that 
(5.6) l l / ( v ^ ^ M , . J / l i r i / ^ I I L ( /eCL) 
is valid for p, V€N with v^p (cf. [16, p. 138]). 
Now one has for f£Cs2lz 
\\Kf-f\\L = Wnr-°f-r-°f)<-'-°r~ ^ 
s M\\vnr-sf-r-*f\\i Wnr-sf-r->mr->. 
Estimating the first factor by the Jackson-type inequality on C2K with respect to 
CR2„ and using the equality (VnI'-sffr) = K„((/'~s/)(r)) together with (2.6) for the 
") The prime at V indicates that the term for / = 0 is to be omitted. 
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second, yields 
The desired inequality now follows by (5.5). 
To prove the second part of the lemma we use (5.6), (2.6) and the Bernstein-
type inequality with respect to Cr2!t to deduce 
I l ( W I I L M\\VJY-°WJY-M. ^ M\\f\\'-*n<» 11/111,. 
The rest is obvious. 
Remark . In view of the equivalence of the /^-functional with the modulus 
of continuity (cf. [4]) one can express assertion (ii) of Theorem 4 in terms of Lipschitz 
spaces. Moreover, using the concept of fractional order derivatives (cf. [11]) the 
assumptions r£N, i ^ P can be weakend to /•>0 and iSO. Note that all results 
remain valid when C2k is replaced by 
v 
As particular examples of approximate identities {/„} one may take, e.g., the 
kernels {/,}"=1 and {u„},7=1 of Jackson and de la Vallée Poussin, namely 
. - s 3 f sin (wx/2)]4 , ^ 
( , , € N ; - v € R ) ' 
vn(x) : = (2cos (x/2)f («ÇN; xfR). 
For {/„} there hold Jackson and Bernstein-type inequalities of order 2 with respect 
to C\K (see [5], [6, p. 100]). Hence Theorem 4 holds for {/* jX r with a=r=2 
and s<cr<2. In case of {u„} Jackson and Bernstein-type inequahties of order 1 
with respect to C\n are available ([5], [6, p. 113]). So Theorem 4 is valid for 
{/*u«}r=i with CL = \, r=2 and s/2<<7<1. 
5.2. Dual results. If {z„},T=i ' s a n approximate identity on C2lt, then one has 
in addition to (5.2) that 
lim | | ( F „ / ) e > - / « m = lim \\vj-f\u;k = 0 ( /ec 2 \ ) , 
i.e., {F„} satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 3, too. Before applying this theorem 
to the {V„} we compute the duals of CkK and V„. 
To this end we regard C2k and (C\j' as subspaces of the space of all 
2ji-periodic distributions (cf. [20, Chap. 11]). On 3 2 r we consider the operators 
(KTZ) 
(Wkf')(x) := 2' (ij)kf"(J)e'ix (/'6^), 
j=— oo 
w0kf Wkf'+f'~(0) (f'£®L), 
ti 
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where the convergence is to be understood in the topology of and the distri-
butional Fourier coefficients are given by f ~{j)\=(2n)~l(f'{x), e~'jx). For N 
the operator Wk coincides on C2„ with the usual &th order derivative, and W~k 
is the same as l k on C2jt. 
Now we extend the definition of C2ll, k£P, to arbitrary k£ Z by 
cl := Wk(f'KC2n}, \\f'\\^k := | / " ( 0 ) | + \\Wk{f')\U, 
and furthermore set 
(CL)' := Wkf'ZC'2X \ \ f \ c i j := | / '"(0) | + W k f IIc2'„-
The norm for (C2jt)0=C2lI introduced here is equivalent to that which is usually 
used. 
Since is a linear homeomorphism from C2j[ onto C\n, it follows that 
the dual operator defined by 
< ( W W , / > := i f ' , Wo-kf) ( / ' € ^ „ 5 / € C £ ) 
is a linear homeomorphism from (C | J ' onto C2jt. Hence one can rewrite 
(ck2ny = {/'e^L; w0-kf'ec'2n}. 
Comparing this with the definition of (C2lt)~k, and noting that (W^k)'f'= 
=f'~(0)+(-l)kW-kf, one has that (Ck2n)'=(C2l:)-k in the set theoretical sense. 
Concerning the norms, there holds by the properties of (W^k)' 
||/'li<c*„)< 5 M\W0-kYf'\\cin M{\f"(0)\ + \\W-kf'\\cQ 
Since the converse inequality follows by the same arguments, we have proved (cf. [17]) 
Lemma 11. The spaces (Ck„Y and {C'2n)~k are equal with equivalent norms, 
in notation (Ck2J^(C'2Xk. 
Note that this result is also valid for arbitrary k£ R, working in the fractional 
frame. 
Next we compute the dual operators V'n assuming for simplicity {x„}7=i 
to be an even approximate identity, i.e., x„{u)=x„(—u) for all n£N, w€R. First 
we extend the domain of V„ from C2n to &2n via 
(VJ')(X)= 2 f"(j)?.;u)eiix (/'€<%,; «€N) 
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which obviously coincides for / '€C 2 l t with (5.1). For the dual V'n one has in view 
of X n ' U ) = x : ( ~ j ) that 
( v : r j ) = </-, v j ) = i r ( - j ) x : u ) r u ) = <f„/-,/> (/ec2~), 
. . . . j=~aa . . 
hence V^=Vn. (If one drops the assumption to be even, then one would have 
V'n= V~, where ( V ~ f ) (x) := (/(•)*'/„( — •)) (x).) Observing these various facts, 
we can formulate as a consequence of Theorem 3 
T h e o r e m 5. Let be an even approximate identity on C2n such that 
the associated convolution integrals {V„}X=i satisfy Jackson and Bernstein-type 
inequalities of order coO on C2„ with respect to Cr2n for some r£N. The following 
assertions are equivalent for P , d > 0 with 0 < a — a j / r < a : 
(i) W n f ' - f \ c t j - ' = 0{n-<) ( « - c o ) , 
(ii) K { f , f ; {C'2ny\C'2n) = 0 ( f ) (/ - 0 + ) , 
(iii) / ' € ( C y - (CL)-S and \ \ V J ' - f \ C ' t j - = ( « - c o ) , 
(iv) WJ'\\cL = 0(n-+*) (»--). 
If one sets g':=Jf, then g'£C'irc, and each of the following is equivalent 
to the corresponding assertion for / ' : 
(i)' \\Kg'-g'\\cL= 0(n-°) (n —), 
(ii)' K(t"; g'\ C'2n,(C'2J) = 0 ( f ) (t - 0 + ), 
(iii)' g'£(C-'Y ~ (CL) - S and 
\\K(W'->g')- W'-<g'\\cL = 0(n~'-'~'s") (n 
(iv)' | | F n ( ^ ' ) l l c L = (« 
Using the fact that C'2K is isometrically isomorphic to BV[ — N,N], the space of 
all complex-valued functions of bounded variation on [—7r, 7t], one can rewrite 
statements (i)'—(iv)' in terms of functions n^BV[~n, 71]. Note that if 
corresponds to ndBV[—n,it], then V„g' corresponds to (%„* dp)(x)\= 
It u 
:=(27C)_1 J %n(x—u)dp(u), where fn(u):= J x„(u)du. We omit the details. 
—it —re 
It would be of interest to find an approximation process that satisfies the as-
sumptions of Theorem 3 but differs from its dual operator. 
11* 
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6. Appendix 
The aim of this section is to express conditions (3.5) and (3.6) upon <p€ <P by 
equivalent ones, which can be verified more easily. Although these results are im-
plicitly contained in [2] we present the proofs for completeness. 
Lemma 12. Let (p£$, et, 0. a) If 
(6.1) *~'<P(0 = Ms~'(p{s) (0 < 5 / 1), 
then assertion (3.5) is equivalent to 
(6.2) E 
for some C=-1. 
b) Under the assumption 
(6.3) s-Pcpis) ^ Mt-Vyif) 
assertion (3.6) is equivalent, for some C >1, to 
(6.4) Mm > C . 
<p(0 
Proof , a) It follows from (3.5) that there exists a constant M > 0 such that 
2 2*i(p{2-i) s Mr*<p(t) ( r ( N ; 0 i / s 2 - ' ) . 
Since the sum consists of at least r terms, each of which is ^M2~~art~*(p(2rt) by 
(6.1) one obtains 
(6.5) /•2-°"7->(2 r/) tfr>(/) (r£N; 0 W t s 2"). 
Choosing now r£ N greater than the constant M in (6:5) yields (6.2) with C — 2r. 
Conversely, let fcÇN be such that 2 ' " ' < C s2fc. Then,, in view of (6.1) and 
(6.2), one can find q, /0€(0,1) such that 
(6-6) 2laz<p(t2~k) 5 g 
Now one has for w0,/w€N satisfying 2*(m-1)=ai_1<2*"' that 
( km0—1 km \ Z + Z 2^>(2- / ) s j'=0 j'=fcm0 ' 
m (i(v + l ) - l m t(»+l)-l 
^ 2" Z 2*ùp(2-i)^M+ 2 <P(2~kv) Z = 
v = m0 j=kv v = m0 j=kv 
m yik 1 m = 2" ç>(2-kv)2""—-.r S M{1 + 2" 2"X2-fc*)J (/€(0, /„)). v=m„ t v=m„ 
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Since 2 *v</o for vsm 0 , one can estimate the latter sum by (6.6) to deduce 
m 
g 2a*m 2 <?m-v S M2*km. 
v=m0 
This yields, in view of (6.1), 
2 2aJ<p(2~s) ^ M{\ +2xkm(p(2~k'")} s M / - > ( 0 (/e(0, /0)) 
which is assertion (3.5). 
Concerning part b) set i]/(t):=t~p(p(t). Then, replacing t by 2rt in (3.6), 
one has 
2 iA(/2r-J) ^ M\p(t2r) (r£N; 0 < / s 2~r)-
j"=o 
By (6.3) it follows that \p(t2r-J)^M\p(t) for 7=0, 1, ...,/•, and so 
( r+1)^( / ) == Jl#(/2 r) (r£N; 0 < / ^ 2_ r) . 
This in turn implies (6.4) by choosing rSAf and C=2r. 
Conversely, if (6.4) holds and k£N satisfies 2 * - 1 < C ^ 2 k , then 
(6-7) (/€(0,/„)) 
for suitable <7, Then one obtains by (6.3) and (6.7) that 
00 00 k(v+l)—1 » 
2 ^I'(t2~i) = 2 2 4/(<2~J) = M 2 kij/(t2'kv) ^ 
j=0 v=0 J=fev v=0 
^ W ) 2 ^ W 2 ^ M>A(/) ^ qv (0 < / ^ /„). v=0 VI.« J v=0 
This gives (3.6), and so our proof is complete. 
It should be mentioned that condition (6.1) is superfluous. Indeed, it can be 
shown that it follows from (3.5) as well as from (6.2). The proofs would then become 
more intricate. In this respect see [2], where also some further equivalent assertions 
to those of part a) and b) can be found. 
Using Lemma 12 one can easily show that <p(i):=(log 1//) y, y>0, satisfies 
(3.5) for each oc>0, but that (3.6) is violated for each yS^O. On the other hand, 
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functions which behave Üke e 1/1 are not admissible in our theorems since 
flim t~'e~ll'=0 for each a s O which implies by Lemma 3 that (3.5) cannot 
hold. So one can handle the case where T„f converges very slowly towards / , 
but not the case where it converges very rapidly. 
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